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各位老师家长们：

8月10日下午，罗博深教授将与大家探讨人工智能时代，家庭教育，Math Tour, etc. 欢迎大家报

名

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/how-to-survive-the-chatgpt-invasion-memphis-tn-au
g-10-2023-tickets-642454708327

Event Description

The scale of global societal problems looks daunting. One person, or even a small
team, is minuscule relative to the number of people who need help. For example,
since ChatGPT has exploded onto the scene, our children's future employment
prospects (and current educational experience, with ChatGPT-powered cheating)
are in existential danger. There is an area close to mathematics, however, which
devises solutions in which problems solve themselves even through self-serving
human behavior: Game Theory. The speaker is a pure math professor, researcher,
and educator who transitioned to using Game Theory to develop new solutions for
large-scale real-world problems. He will talk about his experience going from the
ivory tower of academia into the practical mess of the real world. He will also
discuss educational strategies that build relevant skills to survive this new era of
Generative AI (e.g. ChatGPT). He has been working extensively on this problem and
draws from experience teaching across the entire spectrum, from underprivileged
schools to the International Math Olympiad. This event will be completely different
from an ordinary math talk. It will be fun and thought-provoking.

Speaker Info

Po-Shen Loh is a social entrepreneur and inventor working across mathematics,
education, and healthcare. He is a math professor at Carnegie Mellon University and
the national coach of the USA International Mathematical Olympiad team. He has
pioneered innovations ranging from a scalable way for people to learn challenging
math live online from brilliant people to a new way to control pandemics by
leveraging self-interest. He has earned distinctions ranging from an International
Mathematical Olympiad silver medal to the USA Presidential Early Career Award for
Scientists and Engineers. He was the coach of Carnegie Mellon University’s math
team when it achieved its first-ever #1 rank among all North American universities,
and the coach of the USA Math Olympiad team when it achieved its first-ever
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back-to-back #1-rank victories in 2015 and 2016, and then again in 2018 and
2019. He featured in or co-created videos totaling over 19 million YouTube views.

Location

Rhodes College – The Frazier-Jelke Science Center, Lecture Room B
2000 North Parkway, Memphis, TN, 38112

GPS coordinates for the event: https://goo.gl/maps/KP8xyAHZXUptk71H8

GPS coordinates for the parking lot: https://goo.gl/maps/LfEb4zj46RcYY9qX7
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